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SUMMARY 
Filipenko N. Ye. Private theory of expert prevention: genesis and current status. This article 

analyzes the conceptual foundations, views and ideas on understanding the essence of expert prevention. 
Essence of expert prevention lies in the influence of relevant subjects on crime through the use of specific 
expertise. That means that subject of forensic examination of each kind and type should be attributed to 
the study of circumstances on the basis of which scientific, organizational and technical measures of a 
preventive nature can and should be developed.  

The empirical prerequisites for the emergence and development of forensic research have been 
investigated: accumulation of empirical facts in the theory of forensic science and other sciences, mani-
festation of integration processes. Formation of theoretical and applied foundations of private theory of 
expert prevention. The concept and structure of the private theory of expert prevention, its place and role 
in the theory of forensic science and judicial examination are considered. It is noted that the study of the 
current state of the theory and practice of private expert theory has allowed to establish that it has a com-
mon beginning and justification. Private theory of expert prevention as a system of interconnectedness 
includes: idea, principles, great empirical material, which is the cornerstone of the theory, general and 
specific tasks, functions and goals of the theory, etc.  

On the basis of the conducted analysis it is proved that the principles of a systematic approach and 
construction, which provide its structure, connection with the general theory of forensic examination and 
the general theory of criminology, a combination of theoretical and applied (practical) researches serve as 
a justification for the creation of a private theory of expert prevention.  

It is emphasized that the formation of the theory of expert prevention is the need to create this 
theory in order to successfully combat crime specific expertise using. 

The relation between the concepts of "general forensic theory" and "private theory of expert pre-
vention" has been investigated, since ambiguity of both scientific understanding and practical application 
is one of the main problems that cannot be overcome in the forensic research of the phenomenon of ex-
pert prevention. appropriate conceptual categorical apparatus.  
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